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ARTIST: Jason Minsky
TITLE: Paint your Wagon (Combo Type Van)
Outline of Unrealised Potential
My idea is to make a road trip around Europe in a small combo type van
(Like a car but the back seats are missing / rear windows blacked out).
I will visit 3 galleries in each country chosen at random.
On arrival at each gallery, the curator will have the opportunity to copy the livery colours of my hired Salford Van
(orange with black and white lettering) and apply with any cosmetic scratches / dents to one of the 1/18 replica
scale models supplied / transported.
This freshly painted model will then be given to the gallery and they can hire it out for exhibitions or tiny removal
jobs.
They will also get a signed certificate with the time, date and mileage achieved so far on my trip.
In exchange for this art- work, they will pay for secure off street parking, accommodation for one night and a meal.
It is crucial to the success of this trip that the right Combo Type Van is picked, as I will be doing high mileage with a
large quantity of 1/18 scale models and paints in the back.
Suggested Combo Type Van
Aston Martin DB9 Coupe (Salford Van Hire)
Suitable for non- HGV Licence and Ideal for DIY Removal
Suggested Artists
See above
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